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Technology focus words by Brion larron

1

iMRagencies are
sceptical towards
predictive
analytics ,

butthis
could be o costly
offitude to ta Ise

t reads like a manifeste for MR:
"

Understanding customer
behaviour

, forecasting product
demand

, managing and building
the brand

, tracking the
performance of customers

or

products in the market and.. .

transforming data into information. "

However
,

the above quote is
culled

from an August 2004 article in DM
Review

,

headlined: " The Future of Data
Mining- Predictive Analytics

"

.

It
is difficult

to reconcile the
contents of this quote with the market
research industry' s scepticism towards
predictive analytics-a technique that
employs sophisticated algorithms to

identify patterns in data
to help predict

customer behaviour . Many , including

statistician Paul Harris
,

see it as just
data mining by another name:

a
t' endy

new moniker dreamt up by software
suppliers to help them sell yet more
applications .

The industry' s ambivalence could
also be attributed to the fact that
researchers already see themselves
rightly-as being in the business of

analysing data to detect patterns
,

combing primary and secondary
sources of information

to help steer
clients towards profitable strategies
fo' the future . In the public sector
sphere ,

for example ,

Ben Page ,

head of

Mori s Social Research Institute
, says:

" We can predict what people' s

opinions of their local area will be like
by looking at data on the levels of
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deprivation in the area . We analyse
press coverage for weight ,

tone and

depth ,

and
,

Io and behold
,

we know that
if the reporting of

a particular issue is

negative then people' s perceptions will
decline . You don' t need to buy a

specialist package to do this. "

Automatic for the people
The real selling point ,

as with any
software

,

is that predictive analytics
tools can further automate this process .

" MR agencies have been in the business
of predictions for ever and a

day ,

"

says lan Durrell
,

UK managing
director at software supplier SPSS .

" What we believe is that the MR industry
should be able to do this more

automatically.
"

Whetherthis is likelyto win over MR

agencies is debatable . Barry Leventhal
,

head of analysis and modelling at

Teradata
,

a data warehousing company ,

believes the automated nature of the
software may be off-putting .

" Software
developers always assume that market
researchers are doing the same kind of

analysis in the same kind of way as data
analysts . This

is simply not true
,

" he

says .

" Those researchers that are doing
analytical work tend to do it with a tool
they are familiar with

,

and one that is not
too automated because they want
to understand the predictive factors

[

in the data
].

"

However
,

the software has won
converts in many client companies who
are now using the tools

to trawl their
vast customer databases

, looking for
ways to predict what types of customers

SPSS argued for greater integration
of both a clients behavioural data

(

customer databases
)

and its attitudinal
data

( quai and quant research
)

.

" True

holistic customer analysis demands that
these worlds come together ,

" the report
said .

" Customers both think and act .

Ideally ,

behaviours and attitudes would
be analyzed simultan-ously for deeper
customer understanding.

"

If predictive analytics tools are to

become an important part of
the

clientside' insight function
,

the MR

industry' s ignorance could be damaging .

As people such as Strategic Research
founder

,

Steve Wills are now arguing ,

MR

has to fight against the threat of

marginalisation within client companies .

Writing in the March 2004 edition of

Research about a study his agency had
conducted with corporations including
Vodafone and Sainsbury' s ,

Wills said:
"

We heard the comment' my best

insights come from the database' too

many times for comfort."

Though Barry Leventhal belie + es
database analysis will " never replace
MR for the understanding it gives about
the consumer itself

,

"

it does reveal
information on customer behaviour " that
MR would never come close to picking
up on "

.

If the convergence of attitudinal and
behavioural data leads to clients getting
a more coherent picture of their
customers and

,

with the help of

predictive analytics , they are better
equipped to address the future needs of

their market
,

then as Leventhal says:
" Researchers ignore that at their peril

"

.

are likely to'churn' and what offers
could tempt them to stay .

A recent study by research and

analyst firm IDC supports this . It

forecasts that the predictive analytics
software sector is set to grow at an
annual rate of 8%% for the next five years .

Analysts at JMP Securities have also

tipped predictive analytics as " the next

big trend in business intelligence
"

. Fad

or no fad
, predictive analytics could be

here to stay .

So why has the research industry so
far failed to capitalise on this big trend?
Given its considerable experience in the
field of predictions and

,

to a lesser
extent

,

data mining there are good
reasons for it to be taking the lead in

this area . If not embracing the
tec nology itself

,

the industry should at

least be advising clients on the right tool
for the job .

Ignorance is not bliss
For SPSS s Durrell

, predictive analytics
is

"

right at the heart "

of the debate over
added value

,

and whether MR agencies
should reposition themselves as
information consultants

,

as opposed to

simply being data suppliers .

This also forms part of the wider
debate about' customer insight . No

longer simply a euphemism for
research

, insight has taken on a wider
significance within client companies
where it has come

to signify the
convergence of ail strands of a

corporation's customer intelligence .

In
a study entitled' Two Rivers'

,

the
Kantar Group , Kenning Research and
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